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for quality and hygiene
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WASHLET ™  
For every taste and 
price class
Millions of customers around the world rely on their 
TOTO WASHLET™. Nearly 40 years of experience 
guarantee the best hygiene and most sophisticated 
technologies.

WASHLET ™ EK 2.0
TCF6632C3GV1
CW162Y (WC)

WASHLET ™ GL 2.0
TCF6532C3GV1
CW162Y (WC)

WASHLET ™ RX
TCF794CG
CW542EY (WC)

WASHLET ™ SX
TCF796CG
CW522EY (WC)

WASHLET ™ SG
TCF403EGV1
CW512YR (WC) 

Photo
NEOREST WASHLET ™ AC
TCF996WGE#NW1
CW996P#NW1 (WC) 

NEOREST WASHLET ™ EW
TCF994WGE#NW1
CW994P#NW1 (WC)

Above the rim  
wand jet placement – 
for maximum hygiene
Every WASHLET™ features proven TOTO clean technologies. 
Importantly placing the wand jet above the toilet bowl thus 
avoiding contamination. This keeps the WASHLET™ incredibly 
clean – like the very first time it was used. The TOTO WASHLET™ 
is a shower toilet with the highest hygiene standards.

WASHLET™ 
TOTO always positions the wand jet  
above the ceramic bowl

Hygienic wand jet
 · Positioned above the ceramic bowl – away from the “action”
 · Cannot come into contact with urine or faeces after use
 · Cannot come into contact with flushing water
 · A higher position protects the wand jet and components from 
being affected by rising water due to a clogged toilet

Conventional shower toilet 
Wand jet placed  
within the toilet bowl

Great potential for contamination
 · Positioned in the middle of the “action”
 · Tip of the wand jet can come into contact with urine and faeces
 · Wand jet can come into contact with flush water
 · Wand jet and technology are placed within the toilet bowl,  

and can be contaminated if the toilet is clogged
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Cleanliness and comfort.  
TOTO makes the  
difference. 
Gentle warm water cleansing, odour extraction 
and a heated seat enhance the well-being  
of everyone who uses WASHLET™. Comfort is a 
top priority for all TOTO products – it’s how we 
turn daily habits into enriching experiences. 



Above the rim 
wand jet placement –
for maximum hygiene
Every WASHLET™ features proven TOTO clean technologies. 
Importantly placing the wand jet above the toilet bowl thus 
avoiding contamination. This keeps the WASHLET™ incredibly 
clean – like the very fi rst time it was used. The TOTO WASHLET™ 
is a shower toilet with the highest hygiene standards.

WASHLET™
TOTO always positions the wand jet 
above the ceramic bowl

Hygienic wand jet
 · Positioned above the ceramic bowl – away from the “action”
 · Cannot come into contact with urine or faeces after use
 · Cannot come into contact with fl ushing water
 · A higher position protects the wand jet and components from 
being affected by rising water due to a clogged toilet

Conventional shower toilet
Wand jet placed 
within the toilet bowl

Great potential for contamination
 · Positioned in the middle of the “action”
 · Tip of the wand jet can come into contact with urine and faeces
 · Wand jet can come into contact with fl ush water
 · Wand jet and technology are placed within the toilet bowl, 

and can be contaminated if the toilet is clogged
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43o

Hidden jet above the rim

The fully covered chamber protects 
the wand jet and dryer from dirt and 
contamination.

Tornado Flush

Each toilet features the highly effective 
Tornado Flush.

Rimless design

The rimless toilet bowl is standard on all 
TOTO toilets. There are no dif� cult to reach 
places for dirt and waste to accumulate. 

Wand jet material

The wand jet is made of a silicone-based 
material, which makes it dif� cult for dirt or 
waste to stick.

Wand jet position

The wand jet extends at a 43° angle during 
cleansing. This careful positioning means faeces 
cannot come into contact with the wand jet 
during cleansing.

PreMist

A � ne mist of water is sprayed on the 
ceramic surface, forming a water � lm that 
makes it more dif� cult for waste and dirt 
to accumulate.

CeFiONtect glaze

The glaze is extremely smooth, durable 
and long-lasting.

Self-cleaning wand jet

The wand jet automatically cleans itself 
inside and out before and after each use.

WASHLET  ™ 
As clean as brand new – 
with every use 
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